
Protect your investment. encaPsulate 
& DehumiDify your crawlspace.

3 major liabilities of an  
un-encapsulated and  
humid crawlspace:
Damage 
Too much moisture ruins insulation and damages 
your wood floors and your home’s foundation.

health risks 
Your crawlspace’s dark, humid environment is 
perfect for mold and bacteria growth.

oDor 
Mold and mildew smells. Over time those nasty 
odors creep into your living space.
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The complete solution:
Encapsulate today...control humidity forever.

Protect your family and your home. 



Your crawlspace encapsulated

Protect your craWlsPace–  
encaPsulate & DehumiDify.

We recommend Aprilaire high-capacity 
dehumidifiers for long term protection.

  Commercial-grade construction
  Very low maintenance
  Iron-clad 5 year warrantyFo
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encapsulation & dehumidification

Compare your air quality:

Closed crawlspace construction techniques are robust measures; 

providing dry crawlspaces for new construction and for 

retrofitting existing houses ... They also require some type 
of supplemental drying mechanism to control the limited 
amount of moisture vapor that will still migrate to the space 
and accumulate over time.*

the ChoiCe is Clear–
combine encapsulation and dehumidification to control moisture and permanently protect your home.

Your crawlspace encapsulated

Once we seal your crawlspace, moisture infiltration 

from outside your home will be reduced 

substantially. However, humidity created inside 

your home from piping and other household 

activities is trapped and needs to be purified for 

full protection, or it will accumulate over time.

Your home without protection

Moisture creeps in from the ground and 

the sides of your home. This moisture can 

permanently damage your foundation and 

furnishings and put your household at risk of 

bacteria and mold growth.

“the complete solution

encapsulation  
and high-capacity  
aprilaire DehumiDifier

Quote Source (at right): Davis, B. (2001, June 1). Moisture Performance of closed 
crawlspaces and their impact on home cooling and heating energy in the Southeast-
ern u.S. <i>Buildings group, advanced energy</i>, 10-10.


